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Clinical research in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) often requires the assessment of patients and their response to treatment. The Both the CJA policy model equations and the considered judgment policy statements were applied to the clinical data from the 2nd set of outpatients, resulting in a series of 'CJA predicted judgments' and 'considered policy predicted judgments' for each rheumatologist. These were compared with actual judgments made by the rheumatologists when they had seen the 2nd set of patients in the clinic.
This procedure is summarised in Fig. 1 . Table 2 as the square of the correlation coefficient. This is the proportion of variance in the judgments that can be accounted for by each method.
Stated policies were generally poor at modelling actual judgments (pooled value for explained variance, r2=39%). The correlation between judgments predicted by stated policies and those actually made failed to reach statistical significance for 14 rheumatologists (r2<16%) and for 59 was less than 0-7 (r2=49%).
Policies based on equal weighting of all variables were also poor at predicting actual judgments (pooled r2=41%), though they were better than stated policies for 49 rheumatologists.
In contrast, CJA policies were usually reasonably good predictors of actual patient assessments (pooled R2=73%), and for only a single rheumatologist explained less than 50% of the variance. For 19 doctors the variance explained was greater than 80%/.
INTERVIEWS
The final expressions of the considered judgment policy defined by the four rheumatologists interviewed are shown in Table 3 . Some were simple equations (e.g., doctor 1), while others required complicated rescaling of the clinical variables (e.g., doctor 3).
The variance in actual judgments explained by the two methods of modelling (considered policy models and CJA models) is shown in Table 4 . The pooled values for the four rheumatologists were similar to those obtained during the large surveys and are shown in the bottom row of Table 2 . The CJA policy models were clearly superior to the considered policy models at accounting for the judgments actually made by the rheumatologists and explained 80-95% of the variance in their assessments.
Discussion
The two studies show that, in general, rheumatologists' descriptions of the importance they give to various clinical variables when judging the progress and severity of rheumatoid arthritis are relatively poor predictors of their actual 'paper patient' or real patient assessments. This was true for a large number of rheumatologists in both Britain and Australia and suggests that the assessment policies believed by rheumatologists to be those they employ when classifying the extent or progress of arthritis tell us little about their actual practice.
It may be argued that the method by which these descriptions of perceived policies were collected (scoring the variables on a simple form) was crude and did not provide an opportunity for adequate consideration. Other situations, such as explaining their method of assessment to undergraduate medical students, might result in more accurate statements of policy. It was to investigate this possibility that four rheumatologists were asked to spend as much time as they desired in describing their Table 3 The carefully considered judgment policy models of four rheumatologists assessment policies in detail, having been provided with some typical patient data on which to experiment while they attempted to describe their policies. Even in these circumstances carefully considered policies were relatively unsuccessful in predicting actual decisions (Table 4) . In a study of Canadian rheumatologists, who were asked to describe their policies using a series of predefined graphical formats and complex weighting techniques, there was a similar failure to improve on initial brief statements.7 By considering all the clinical variables to be equally important it was possible to model assessments as well as (and often more successfully than) using the stated policies of rheumatologists, though the variance explained by equal weight policies remained relatively low.
In contrast, CJA provided a more accurate method for modelling the judgment policies of rheumatologists, in some cases accounting for almost all the variance in their assessments. The regression models used for CJA did not take account of the tendency of such equations to 'overinterpret' the data from which they have been derived,12 and the equations are likely to be less well suited to new data sets. However, the improvement in predictive power compared with stated and equal weight policies was very large and is unlikely to have been severely affected by this statistical artefact. The CJA policies of the four rheumatologists taking part in the interviews did take this factor into account2 6 and nevertheless found similar differences between CJA policies and perceived policies. Further, the CJA policies were applied to a data set different from that used to calculate the policy equations (Fig. 1) . Thus even when the rheumatologists were provided with every facility for describing their policy and CJA was applied conservatively, it correlated more closely with the actual judgments than did predictions based on stated policies or equal weight policies. It 
